LEVER HANDLE ROSES

52mm round rose (06)
- Concealed fixings
- Through bolt fixing (38mm c/c) – passage sets
- Through bolt fixing (41mm c/c) – privacy sets
- Sprung as standard (un sprung available)
- Fixed dead available

52mm round scallop rose (08)
- Concealed fixings
- Through bolt fixing (38mm c/c) – passage sets
- Through bolt fixing (41mm c/c) – privacy sets
- Sprung as standard (un sprung available)
- Fixed dead available

58mm round rose (13)
- Concealed fixings
- Through bolt fixing (41mm c/c) – passage and privacy sets
- Sprung as standard (un sprung available)
- Fixed dead available

52mm square rose (07)
- Concealed fixings
- Through bolt fixing (41mm c/c) – passage and privacy sets
- Sprung as standard (un sprung available)
- Fixed dead available

Classic rose (22)
- Face fixing (38mm c/c)
- Unsprung as standard
- Fixed dead available

Flat rose (21)
- Through bolt fixing plastic sub rose (38mm c/c)
- Unsprung as standard
- Fixed dead available
LEVER HANDLE ROSES

Oval rose (30)
- Concealed fixings
- Face fixing
- Un sprung

Rectangular rose (31)
- Concealed fixings
- Face fixing
- Un sprung

62mm round pre bore rose (20)
North American Pre Bore Applications
- Concealed fixings

62mm square pre bore rose (19)
North American Pre Bore Applications
- Concealed fixings